Vintage Motor Garage - Questionnaire

Name:
Vehicle:
These questions are designed to enable VMG to provide an appropriate restoration service aligned
to your particular requirements. Please be as detailed as possible as every piece of information is
useful when planning the restoration of your vehicle.
How long have you owned the vehicle?
Does the vehicle hold any special significance to you personally?
Does the vehicle hold historical or social significance? Is it iconic? Is it of importance to the wider
motoring community? Was it raced? Prominent previous owners?
Can you describe your motivation for undertaking a vehicle restoration? Is it for you? Is it for
extended family? Is it for posterity?
Do you consider yourself a collector? Do you have any other noteworthy vehicles?
Do you have any other vehicle related interests? Club membership?
What is your dream vehicle?
What is the intended use of the vehicle?
(Examples - International concourse standard, tidy and reliable regular driving, static collection,
competition driving, family heirloom)
Have you considered the cost? Both financially and in time. Can you commit to both?
How will the restoration be funded? (Important. Sharing not required.)
(Examples – superannuation, self-funded through cash flow, inheritance, sale of asset)
Notes - summary from VMG terms and conditions may be useful when completing form.
Restoration is costly. Labour is a large part of the overall cost of restoration.
The cost of parts procured is not in the direct control of VMG.
Importation fees and charges incurred will be an additional cost to the project.
VMG uses a regular advanced payment model of renumeration for work carried out. The interval
between advance payments will depend on your budget and will determine how quickly the project
progresses. Available labour hours will also impact on progress.
VMG rarely carries out work based on quotes. Experienced assumptions can be made by what is
apparent but until dismantling occurs there will be many unknowns associated with your project,
such as the extent of rusted, rotted, corroded, cracked, seized, broken or missing components.
Take the time to fill out the questionnaire to gain some insight into your motivation to embark on a
vehicle restoration project. Review your budget. This will determine the realistic length of the
project. Visit regularly and stay informed of the progress. You will have many decisions to make
along the way. Invoices will act as a report. Please remember that it is your vehicle.

